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Abstract

High-density speckle contrast optical tomography (SCOT) utilizing tens

of thousands of source-detector pairs, was developed for in vivo imaging of

blood flow in small animals. The reduction in cerebral blood flow (CBF)

due to local ischemic stroke in a mouse brain was transcanially imaged and

reconstructed in three dimensions. The reconstructed volume was then com-

pared with corresponding magnetic resonance images demonstrating that the

volume of reduced CBF agrees with the infarct zone at twenty-four hours.
Keywords:

OCIS codes: (170.3880) Medical and biological imaging; (110.3010) Image

reconstruction techniques; (110.6150) Speckle imaging;
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1. Introduction

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) plays a crucial role in supplying the brain

tissue with oxygen and removing the by-products of metabolism such as

carbon dioxide [1]. In particular, microvascular CBF is locally controlled in

order to maintain healthy brain functions. Alterations of the regulation of

CBF due to conditions like ischemic stroke have severe consequences, thus,

it is critical to reliably and frequently measure microvascular CBF.

To date, several techniques have been developed and utilized with vary-

ing levels of success. For example, perfusion computed tomography (PCT)

[2], diffusion and perfusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [3]

are often employed for the diagnosis of ischemic stroke for determining the

infarct and penumbra volumes [4]. Although it is possible to image microvas-

cular cerebral blood flow with mentioned techniques (and others), they have

limitations due to non-portability or the usage of radio-pharmaceutics. The

need for non-invasive and bedside monitoring is pressing [5].

Near-infrared diffuse optical spectroscopy (NIRS-DOS) is a promising

technology because it is non-invasive and portable. Furthermore, it is suit-

able for longitudinal, bedside monitoring and imaging [6]. Traditional NIRS-

DOS measures microvascular blood oxygen saturation and volume, CBF can

be estimated using specific challenges or contrast agents. NIRS-DOS can

also be employed in a tomographic manner, i.e. diffuse optical tomogra-

phy (DOT) [6], by utilizing a multitude of sources and detectors with an

inversion algorithm to reconstruct the underlying tissue properties in three

dimensions. DOT is able to achieve three dimensional reconstruction of cere-
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bral hemodynamics in small animals too [7, 8], where some designs have used

a CCD camera for detection [9, 10]. Furthermore, it has been shown that

with high-density DOT, i.e. utilizing a dense array of source-detector pairs

covering a wide range of source-detector separations, is possible to achieve

better resolution and localization accuracy compared to sparse topography

arrays [11].

Optical techniques that quantify the intensity fluctuations of diffuse speck-

les estimate the motion of red blood cells and thus directly measure microvas-

cular blood flow. For small animal imaging, minimally invasive techniques

for monitoring CBF include laser speckle imaging (LSI) [12, 13, 14] and laser

Doppler flowmetry (LDF) [15]. LDF measures the Doppler shift in frequency

of the re-emitted light from the sample. Furthermore, LDF, in general, mea-

sures relative blood flow, not absolute, and is limited to superficial layer

of tissue (< 1 mm) [16]. The LSI uses a coherent laser source and an ar-

ray detector (CCD/CMOS) to measure blood flow. A statistical quantity

called speckle contrast is computed for a given exposure time and a model

is utilized to extract CBF. By employing multiple exposure times [17] ab-

solute and longitudinal measurements are possible. Although this technique

is quite promising, there are several disadvantages. LSI with a uniform (or

near-uniform) illumination scheme constrains the measurement of cerebral

hemodynamics to < 1mm from the tissue surface. LDF and LSI are both

ineffective for resolving CBF in three dimensions.

On the other hand, diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) [6, 18, 19],

is based on photon diffusion in deep tissues. This technique gives a direct

measurement of rCBF by measuring the movement of the scattering particles
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(red blood cells) with sources and detectors separated from few millimeters to

several centimeters. DCS and its tomographic equivalent diffuse correlation

tomography (DCT) have been extensively validated and employed for mon-

itoring rCBF in small animal models [7, 20, 21, 22]. The main drawback of

DCT for small animal imaging is that high-density approaches would require

many detection channels that are prohibitively expensive, the signal-to-noise

ratio due to the low count rates and the dynamic range is limited.

Recently, we [23, 24] and others [25, 26, 27, 28, 29] have introduced a rel-

atively inexpensive alternative to DCS, a speckle contrast based deep tissue

spectroscopic method called speckle contrast optical spectroscopy (SCOS)

[23]. SCOS merges the deep tissue flow measurement capabilities of DCS

and the relatively inexpensive detectors with high frame rates that are used

in LSI. This technique was demonstrated in tissue mimicking phantoms and

in vivo experiments for quantitative measurements of blood flow with SCOS,

[23, 26, 27]. We [24] and others [28] have introduced a tomographic expan-

sion, to which we refer as speckle contrast optical tomography (SCOT), that

allows three dimensional tomography of blood flow. However, these publica-

tions were mostly utilizing phantoms. In this paper we demonstrate SCOT

for in vivo cerebral blood flow measurement in mice.

Here, we introduce a high-density SCOT setup developed for the mini-

mally invasive measurement of cerebral blood flow in small animals. Thou-

sands of detectors are used to reconstruct volumetric change of blood flow

after the induction of a local ischemic stroke. We present the quality of

the raw data and the high information content in the high-density data set.

Three dimensional tomographic and quantitative images of cerebral blood
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flow obtained with SCOT are compared to the infarct volume observed by

anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at 24 hours.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Setup for speckle contrast optical tomography

The SCOT system, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a scanning arm equipped

with a temperature controlled, continuous wave, 785 nm laser diode (Thor-

labs, Germany) and optical elements: an aspheric lens used to focus the laser

beam to an anamorphic prism pair to get a spatially symmetric beam which is

then passed through an aperture and a convex lens to a pair of galvo-mirrors

(Nutfield, USA, QS-7) which take the beam to the sample. The focal length

of the convex lens was selected so that the beam is focused to the sample

with the spot diameter of 0.05 cm. The number of sources used for analysis

varied slightly from animal to animal due to the physical restrictions (den-

tal cement, etc.), but, on average, 20 source positions were used with the

scanning geometry shown in Fig. 2(a).

The diffuse light from the sample produces speckles which are imaged

from the top with a 12 bit, monochrome scientific CCD camera (Basler,

Germany, scA640-120fm, quantum efficiency 42.22% at 785 nm) with an

exposure time of 5 ms and a horizontal field of view of 1 cm by 1.2 cm. A green

LED was positioned below the camera for evaluation of animal preparation.

Each pixel over the image corresponds to a specific distance from the source.

In total, 1000 images were acquired at 50 fps per scanning position (20 s) to

ensure a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

[Figure 1 about here.]
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[Figure 2 about here.]

2.2. Magnetic resonance image acquisition

A 7T MRI magnet (Bruker BioSpin, Germany) was used to collect T2

weighted images using multi-slice multi-echo (MSME) protocol with a field-

of-view (FOV) of 2 cm by 2 cm, with a coronal and axial slice orientation.

Eighteen slices were acquired with a slice thickness of 0.5 mm and a pixel

resolution of 0.078 mm2/pixel. Sixteen echoes were collected with an effective

echo time (TE) of 11 ms to 176 ms, in steps of 11 ms, and a repetition time

(TR) of 4764.3 ms.

We note here that we have used anatomical MRI images which were

acquired 24 hours after the optical image. The delay was required because,

during the acute phase of the lesion, MRI anatomical sequences are not

able to detect the limits of an affected region [30]. Diffusion and perfusion

weighted images are more appropriate at early hours but are limited to a

single slice.

2.3. Animals and stroke model

The animal studies were conducted with the approval of the ethical com-

mittee of the University of Barcelona, the local authorities, and according to

the Spanish and European regulations. Adult male C57/BL6 mice (age 4-6

months and weight 25-30g) were anesthetized with 4% isoflurane (O2:N2O

(30:70)). The mice were moved to a stereotaxic frame and the anesthesia

was reduced and maintained at 2% isoflurane. The scalp was removed and

a Teflon ring was attached to the skull with a dental cement. The ring was

filled with mineral oil (Sigma Aldrich, USA) to prevent the skull from drying
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out [31]. Throughout the experiment, the body temperature was maintained

around 37± 0.5oC with a heating blanket.

A focal ischemia was induced by photothrombosis [32] in the right hemi-

sphere of the brain. This was accomplished by intraperiotoneally injecting

Rose Bengal dye (0.1ml of a 10mg/ml solution in saline). After 5 minutes, the

dye was activated upon white light illumination (Leica, Spain, KL1500LCD)

localized to the right hemisphere for 20 minutes.

We note here that the specifics of anesthesia, gender, mouse and stroke

type are in line with previous stroke studies [32, 33]. Furthermore, in this

work our goal was to demonstrate the application of the SCOT method,

so extensive cortical lesions were used, and, therefore, a large region was

illuminated to try to induce a strong perturbation. The aim of this study

was not to answer any biological questions but to reconstruct the blood flow

change and access the extent of the stroke in the animal to demonstrate the

method.

2.4. SCOT data acquisition protocol

The animal was placed on a stereotaxic frame and prepared for the imag-

ing as explained in Section 2.3. Before stroke induction, the animal was

placed into the imaging setup as shown in Fig. 1. The SCOT scanning arm

was then arranged to enable a multiple source scan on the mouse brain. The

pixels were registered to spatial distances with a ruler imaged on the mouse

skull. The ring was then filled with mineral oil. To ensure that the skull

was contaminate free (no hair, bubbles, etc.), and that vessels were visible,

green light (525 nm) images were acquired. This also allowed us to focus

the camera and avoid the artifacts at this proof-of-concept stage. The green
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light was turned off and a baseline measurement was collected as illustrated

in Fig. 3. A stroke was then induced using the method explained in Section

2.3. After the white light illumination, 60 minutes was allowed for the Rose

Bengal dye to clear from the brain prior to SCOT measurement. The system

was refocused and mineral oil was reapplied before a second measurement

was collected for the same scanning positions (Fig. 3). The MRI (see Sec-

tion 2.2) data was collected 24 hours later. Animal was then sacrificed. In

total nine animals (n=9) were measured.

2.5. Theory and algorithms
2.5.1. Pre-processing and data analysis

Raw data for both baseline and stroke were acquired as shown in Fig.

3. For each source position the center of mass was calculated. To ensure an

accurate calculation, the images were thresholded to 50% of the maximum

measured value. For visual evaluation and confirmation, the source positions

were superimposed on the image of the mouse brain as shown in Fig. 2(a).

[Figure 3 about here.]

2.5.2. Reconstructing the relative cerebral blood flow

The statistics of the motion of the scatterers in the tissue (in our case

dominated by red blood cells) impresses itself onto the fluctuations of the

diffusely reflected speckle pattern at the surface of the tissue. In order to

quantify the statistics of these fluctuations, SCOT calculates the square of

speckle contrast, κ2, defined as the ratio of variance (σ2
I ) to the square of

the mean value (µ2
I) of the intensity over time or over a small number of

detectors, i.e., κ2 = σ2
I

µ2
I
[34].
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The speckle contrast is furthermore related to the normalized electric field

autocorrelation, g1(r, τ), [35] as follows:

κ2(r, T ) = 2β
T

∫ T

0
|g1(r, τ)|2

(
1− τ

T

)
dτ . (1)

Here β is a constant, whose value depends on the detection optics as well

as the different optical modes in the measurement, T is the exposure time of

the detection system, τ is the correlation delay time and r is source-detector

separation. The speckle contrast value (κ2) varies between zero and one

where higher values indicate slower fluctuations of the scatterers. Normal-

ized electric field autocorrelation function (g1) is related to the dynamics of

the scattering medium which is described by the mean square displacement,

< ∆r2(r, τ) >, of the scatterers. It has been shown that the blood flow index

(BFI) in tissues can be extracted using an effective Brownian motion coef-

ficient (DB) where BFI = αDBτ and α is the fraction of dynamic photon

scattering events in medium [6, 36].

2.5.3. Noise correction of the speckle contrast

We have previously introduced a corrected speckle contrast, κ2
c , [23] in

order to account for the shot noise and dark noise variance associated with

a digital camera sensor, defined as

κ2
c(r, T ) = σ(Ic)2 − σ2

s − σ2
d

µ(Ic)2 (2)

where the corrected intensity (Ic) is Ic = I − µId
. Here I is the raw

intensity image, µId
and σ2

d are the mean intensity and the variance of the

dark signals, respectively. The shot noise associated with the intensity images

are accounted in the σ2
s = µ(Ic) term.
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In SCOT, speckle contrast data is computed at several source-detector

pairs obtained by scanning the sample along with an inversion model based

on the first Born approximation [24, 37, 38], to get a three dimensional tomo-

graphic image of rCBF. A detailed description of SCOT and the derivation of

all the steps can be found in Ref. [24]. The second part of the computational

algorithm (forward problem) shown in Fig. 3 involves the computation of

the speckle contrast from experimentally measured raw intensity images to

speckle contrast with the noise correction (Eq.2).

2.5.4. Inversion algorithm and data analysis

To improve the SNR and to decrease computational load, the speckle

contrast from four adjacent pixels were binned into a single pixel, Fig. 4.

Computational grid was superimposed to the mouse brain as shown in Fig.

2(b), for visual confirmation of accuracy.

The baseline blood flow (BFIB) was determined from an independent DCS

measurement (source-detector separation of 4 mm). In the future, this can

be done with a multi-exposure speckle imaging (MESI) measurement [17, 39]

but due to single exposure time measurements of our present setup, current

implementation of SCOT could not provide this information. The BFI from

DCS was used to compute the Jacobian (J) as explained in Ref. [24]. From

the computed Jacobian, ∆BFI was solved from J ·∆BFI = ∆κ2 here ∆κ2 is

defined as κ2
CS − κ2

CB where κCB and κCS are corrected speckle contrast for

baseline and stroke respectively. Appropriate regularization methods were

employed as previously described in Refs. [24, 40].
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2.6. Post processing

We found the maximum of blood flow change |rCBF | in a region of

interest (ROI) in the XZ plane (for the surface layer) manually. Then a

“region growing” algorithm was used [41, 42] to identify all connected voxels

that demonstrated an |rCBF | change higher than 80% of the maximum

rCBF change. From this thresholded volume of the three dimensional CBF

images, a volume integral of relative cerebral blood flow was computed in a

similar way as Refs. [24, 40].

The relative CBF (rCBF) is then defined as the ratio of the change in

blood flow index (∆BFI) to the baseline blood flow index (BFIB):

rCBF (%) = ∆BFI
BFIB

· 100[%]. (3)

The reconstructed and thresholded rCBF images are compared to the

MRI data as follows. The SCOT and anatomical MRI images were registered

to each other using the Bregma point. The optical data was then shifted and

interpolated to coincide with the MRI co-ordinates and allow for a one-to-one

comparison of the depth and breadth of the infarct. Since the computational

grid used for SCOT is rectangular, the information about the curvature was

used from the MRI to project the optical data onto the mouse brain for

better visualization. The curvature correction is not used for the quantitative

analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Pre-processing results: simulating laser speckle contrast imaging

Detectors that were less than 0.8 mm from the source position were ex-

cluded to avoid gross violations of the photon diffusion approximation. Fur-
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thermore, detectors that were greater than 3 mm from the source were also

excluded to avoid contamination by potential issues due to lower SNR. The

corresponding detectors with the Born data, ∆κ2, for the specific sources

(one, seven, ten and twenty) are shown in Fig. 4 for a representative animal.

The source along the edge (source 1) of the image has a smaller number of

detectors due to physical restrictions (dental cement, teflon ring, etc.). In

comparison a source in the middle (source 8) of the image used all available

detectors. The number of source-detector pairs varied between different ani-

mals; the minimum was 17336 and the maximum was 24613 with an average

of 21182 over all nine animals, as described in Section 2.5.4. Each pixel

consisted of the average of 2 by 2 pixels worth of speckle contrast which cor-

responds to a region of 11.2 by 11.2 µm and results in a high density scanning

of the mouse brain.

[Figure 4 about here.]

The high-density nature of data allows us to construct images similar to

traditional LSI by simply averaging the data from all valid source-detector

positions. The resulting images for (a) baseline, (b) post-stroke, and, (c)

perturbed (∆κ2) speckle contrast are shown in Fig. 5. In comparison to

the baseline (a), we see a higher speckle contrast (b) in the stroke region

where photothrombosis was induced. This results in a large change in ∆κ2

as shown in panel (c). Once again, the high-density nature of the SCOT

data can produce LSI-like images with a great deal of detail for near surface

blood flow changes and the vasculature.

[Figure 5 about here.]
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3.2. Inversion of the data and reconstruction of the images

A three dimensional grid with a total of 70400 voxels was used for the

computation with X-Z plane of 64 x 55 voxels and 20 voxels into depth (Y)

plane. After the suitable grid was placed, the next step was the reconstruc-

tion as described above.

The resulting reconstructed image of two different planes for a represen-

tative animal with a successful stroke is shown in Fig. 6(a). The top left

image shows the superficial (X-Z) plane and we can see the CBF change

due to the stroke. The maximum magnitude of |rCBF | change was found

and thresholded with the “region growing” algorithm. The top right panel,

demonstrates the change in blood flow for each slice, with the lines passing

through coordinates of the maximum relative blood flow change (|rCBF |)

for both directions (X (dotted line) and Z (dashed line)). The bottom left

panel in Fig. 6(a) shows the X-Y slice and the bottom right panel shows the

calculated rCBF (%) through each slice in depth (Y (solid line)). To demon-

strate the depth sensitivity of the SCOT, we also show the area of the infarct

calculated by the MRI image in all slices as a bar plot (right y-axis). Both

the magnitude of rCBF and infarct area measured by MRI show maximum

change at the surface of the brain and decay with depth.

Fig. 6(b) demonstrates similar results from another animal where there

was no detectable infarct despite an attempted photothrombosis. We see a

small increase in rCBF in all directions possibly due to the brain reacting to

the attempted photothrombosis. In the MRI images, after 24 hours, there

was no detectable infarct area, hence there is no corresponding quantitative

comparison with the MRI.
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[Figure 6 about here.]

3.3. Magnetic resonance imaging and speckle contrast optical tomography
comparison

One representative MRI image was selected and compared against the

SCOT data, in Fig. 7. The Bregma position in the mouse brain was used

to register the images, as explained in Section 2.6. In Fig. 7(a), we compare

(left) the MRI image showing the infarct region in light gray (right) with

a composite image of the overlaid, thresholded rCBF SCOT image and the

MRI image (right) in (a) X-Y plane and (b) Y-Z plane. The reconstruction

volume (the bigger block, red) that was used for SCOT reconstruction and

the estimated maximum sensitivity volume (the smaller block, green) are

also shown. The infarct volume measured at 24 hours and the thresholded

rCBF image show remarkable agreement in different slices.

[Figure 7 about here.]

3.4. Summary for all nine animals

In Fig. 8(a), we show the norm of the Born data, ∆κ2, for all mice.

Significant variations of the speckle contrast changes are observed between

animals which will be reflected on the rCBF images.

Fig. 8(b) shows the corresponding rCBF quantified by the region-growing

algorithm. The animals with a typical stroke (group: Stroke (MRI)) demon-

strate a significant decrease in rCBF, while those without an observable in-

farct (group: No stroke (MRI)) have a moderate increase or no change. The

stroke was confirmed visually from biopsies for the animals without MRI (no

stroke (MRI)).
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The extent of the stroke is quantified from the infarct volume measured by

MRI and is plotted in Fig. 8(c) showing both the volume of the ipsilateral

hemisphere and the infarct volume (“stroke”). In total, six animals were

measured by MRI; three of them had a measurable infarct due to stroke

(group: Stroke (MRI)) and three did not (group: No stroke (MRI)). As

for the three animals that did not have a MRI (group: Stroke (no MRI));

one animal was omitted due to technical difficulties with the MRI but a

typical infarct was visually observed on brain biopsy. Two animals (marked

by (*)) did not survive the 24 hours but an extensive stroke was visually

confirmed by brain biopsy. Extensive changes in both raw data (Fig. 8(a))

and reconstructed rCBF image (Fig. 8(b)) are in-line with the MRI findings

(Fig. 8(c)).

[Figure 8 about here.]

4. Discussion

In vivo demonstration of SCOT was presented by imaging the mouse brain

transcranially in a minimally invasive fashion – the scalp was retracted, but

the skull was intact. Our SCOT implementation makes use of speckle con-

trast measurements obtained from high density source scanning imaged with

a CCD camera resulting in thousands of source-detector pairs per animal. We

have presented the pre-processing, tomographic inversion and post-processing

details. Finally, we have induced a photothrombosis and compared the SCOT

to the measured MRI anatomical images after 24 hours. The results indicate

that SCOT is a viable method for imaging the small animal brain and quan-

tifying the CBF changes in three dimensions. Furthermore, the high-density
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SCOT data retains most of the information available to traditional LSI which

makes it a versatile approach.

4.1. Speckle contrast optical tomography for high dense scanning and longi-
tudinal imaging

To understand the benefits of SCOT, we compare the technology and the

measured results to DCT which was previously employed on rats and mice.

An early study combined DCT with DOT and measured CBF, cerebral blood

volume, and blood oxygen saturation simultaneously [43]. Here twelve source

positions were assigned in a 100 mm2 area and measured by four fiber coupled

detectors in a non-contact arrangement. In another application of DCT for

longitudinal three dimensional tomography of rCBF during cortical spreading

depression in a rat brain, three sources and eight detectors were arranged in

an area of 72 mm2 [22]. This study mapped the spread of the increased brain

activity over time. Other applications included mapping the rodent leg for

imaging bone grafts [44]. These studies have shown that DCT is a feasible

approach but, as a low density measurement, suffered from poorer spatial

resolution and potential artifacts in quantification.

DOT, on the other hand, was carried out both with fiber coupled individ-

ual detector arrays and with two-dimensional sensors such as different types

of cameras [8]. The benefits of high-density scanning have been shown clearly

in adults and in small animals [45, 46, 47, 48]. However, as mentioned before,

direct information about CBF is not available from the intensity measure-

ments used in traditional DOT.

We have presented high-density SCOT (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) with a much

greater number of measurements than DCT systems. Using a CCD camera
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for detection, provides a flexible platform with several possible optimization

strategies. For this feasibility study, we have used an average of 20 source

positions in an area of 48 mm2 and an average number of 21182 source-

detector pairs. However, we have not used all pixels available as detectors

but, rather, limited ourselves to keep to the photon diffusion regime and

high SNR regions. Furthermore, we have combined four pixels to form a

detector to achieve a better SNR. We note that the scanning system and the

camera are well integrated and the setup is suitable for small animal imaging

for longitudinal studies as shown in Fig. 1. One could readily speculate,

given that SCOS in larger source-detector separations was demonstrated on

the human arm [23], that the scalp can be kept intact with additional care

to deal with any artifacts due to the superficial blood flow. Furthermore,

this system could be extended to human measurements with an improved

imaging system. This upgrade should allow for an effective and robust tissue

interface (through appropriate optics) in a contact or a non-contact manner

[49] as previously done with DOT and utilize higher sensitivity cameras with

a larger dynamic range.

4.2. Information content of high-density SCOT

Although SCOT utilizes point source illumination, it is interesting to

observe the cumulative effect of all the sources on the speckle contrast data

as shown in Fig. 5. The results in this figure are a composite of different

source-detector pairs for both the baseline and post-stroke induction images.

The results shown in the figure can be compared to typical two dimensional

topographic images obtained by LSI [12, 13] where depth information of blood

flow is lacking. However, SCOT setup was able to obtain LSI-like resolution
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while also retaining the depth information and is capable of a tomographic

reconstruction of relative blood flow in small animals. We note that a multi-

exposure approach was not employed in this study, but the current setup can

be extended to such an approach with a loss of temporal resolution to achieve

quantitative, absolute measurements of the baseline values as was done with

LSI [17].

4.3. Quantification of the CBF and its extend by SCOT

Fig. 8(a) shows the change in speckle contrast due to the photothrom-

bosis. A large range of values were observed. We have shown (Fig. 8(b))

that this was most likely due to the varying amount of damage induced by

the photothrombosis. Two animals died before the necessary delay for the

MRI imaging, 24 hours, due to what appeared to be an extensive stroke. No

infarct was produced in three animals. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates the results

from thresholded CBF changes with a region growing algorithm. Measured

decrease in CBF (%) for animals with a typical infarct (n=4) was between 15

to 45 percent. A study of imaging photothrombotic ischemic stroke in freely

moving rats using LSI reported a CBF (%) reduction of of 20-60% after 5 to

15 minutes of induction of stroke (see Fig. 2 in reference [50]). In another

work [51], a 20-30% reduction in CBF was measured using LSI where cerebral

venous ischemia was introduced in rats using the photothrombosis method.

It is a well known fact that diffuse optics based tomographic methods have

an inherent tendency to reconstruct with a bias towards the scanning plane

(planes near to source detector plane) which can be improved using a depth

sensitive regularization [7]. An indirect measure of depth sensitivity of SCOT

is demonstrated in Fig. 6(a) by plotting the mean value of the thresholded
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value of rCBF change over X-Z plane as a function depth (along Y axis). A

similar plot of the infarct area as a function of the depth is determined from

the MRI images and plotted in in the same figure. Comparing CBF changes

and the MRI infarct area in a slice, Fig. 6(a), one can reach a conclusion

that the SCOT is indeed depth sensitive. Finally, the reconstructed images

from the SCOT and corresponding MRI images are shown in Fig. 7. The

extent of the reconstructed depth is evident from X-Y and Y-Z slices. MRI

and corresponding SCOT images show a qualitative agreement.

Different localized changes, more complex reconstruction algorithms (e.g.

a non-linear, iterative approach) and a careful phantom study would, in the

future, help us quantify these parameters with more accuracy. However, this

is beyond the scope of this work.

4.4. Drawbacks and further improvements

There is room for improvement in several aspects of the SCOT system and

measurement protocol. The current system is limited by a combination of

the scanner opto-mechanics and the camera. Faster scanning opto-mechanics

and a faster frame rate camera would remedy these limitations. Both are

readily available, albeit with a higher cost. We have used a single exposure

time which limited our ability to fit the baseline blood flow values. This

can be remedied with a multi-exposure time system and is readily possible

with the current camera. However, we opted not to implement it due to

the relatively slow frame rate of this camera. Furthermore, we have used

a priori estimates of the optical properties (absorption coefficient of 0.15

cm−1, reduced scattering coefficient 15 cm−1) from the literature. This can be

partially remedied by utilizing the source-detector distance dependence of the
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detected mean-intensity at high exposure times (blurring out the speckles)

to extract the effective attenuation coefficient or by developing a full hybrid

system with a multi-wavelength NIRS-DOS as was done with previous DCT

work [43]. We note that it was previously shown that large relative changes

in CBF measured by DCS are minimally affected by these parameters [52]

so our results are expected to be accurate.

Large perturbations in the speckle contrast were observed, in particu-

lar in animals (group: Stroke (no MRI)*), and are problematic for the first

order Born approximation that we have employed [24]. However, more ad-

vanced non-linear, iterative methods can be adapted to SCOT despite the

added complexity of the speckle contrast formalism [24]. The present re-

construction algorithm assumes a homogeneous background medium which

can be improved by adopting a finite element based forward solver for the

correlation diffusion equation (CDE) [53]. An anatomical MRI image of the

particular animal or a mouse brain atlas can be used as the starting point.

Furthermore, regions of high absorption (e.g. over large blood vessels) and

short source-detector separations may be problematic for the correlation dif-

fusion model. A more advanced model based on Monte Carlo or higher order

approximations of the correlation diffusion model [54] would provide a more

accurate estimate of light transport in tissue. In fact, the LSI-like high res-

olution information that is available from SCOT can allow us to, at least,

introduce heterogeneities as priors to the upper layers where it matters the

most.
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5. Conclusion

We have presented in vivo measurements with speckle contrast optical

tomography (SCOT). High-density SCOT was employed on the mouse brain

and evaluated the depth-resolved changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) due

to photothrombosis-induced ischemic stroke. These results pave the way for

developing high-density SCOT as a tool for studying CBF in small animal

models in a non-invasive, longitudinal and quantitative manner.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the scanning system consisting of the laser, the anamorphic
prism, the aperture, the lens and the galvo-mirrors, the camera and the animal on a
stereotaxic frame. Mouse drawing courtesy of Yookyung Choe.
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Figure 2: (a) A photo of the mouse head showing the cleared skull, the ring for containing
the liquids and the placement of the sources (red dot). (b) A sample data set showing
the placement of the sources (red larger dots) and the voxel positions (green smaller dots)
that are used for the inversion.
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Figure 3: A flow-chart representing the pre- and post-processing algorithms for the SCOT
reconstruction.
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Figure 4: Sample representations of the detectors that are used for source positions 1, 8,
12 and 19 where the detectors that are utilized are those in the range of 0.8-3 mm around
the source. The corresponding data is shown in false-color and light areas indicate regions
that are not utilized. The detectors are presented from calculated Born data.
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Figure 5: Laser speckle contrast images from a representative animal where panel (a)
shows the laser speckle image before the stroke induction (baseline), (b) after the stroke
is induced and (c) the difference between LSI images, (d) illustrates the mouse brain with
the stroke in the right hemisphere.
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Figure 6: The results from two representative animals are shown for (a) an animal with
a infarct and (b) an animal that did not have an infarct or edema after photothrombosis.
The reconstructed image is shown in two slices (left column); the superficial (X-Z) plane
and a slice through depth (X-Y). The corresponding changes in rCBF for all three axis
are shown in the right column. In the transverse axis, we also indicate, how the infarct
area (assessed by MRI at 24 hours) decreases with depth (bar plot, right y-axis) for the
animal with a measurable infarct (a).
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Figure 7: Comparison of the MRI data with the reconstructed and thresholded SCOT
data is shown for a representative animal used in the previous figures. In panels (a) and
(b), the left column, the MRI slices are shown. The lighter volume on the right hemisphere
corresponds to the infarct induced by photothrombosis. In panels (a) and (b), the right
column, the corresponding thresholded SCOT image is overlaid onto the MRI image. The
region outlined by green illustrates the true sensitivity of SCOT whereas the red region
illustrates the reconstruction grid.
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Figure 8: For all nine mice, Born of data, ∆κ2 is shown in (a). In panel (b), the extracted
regional CBF from all animals is shown. It is clear that all animals with a significant
percent of the hemisphere affected by the stroke confirmed by MRI (n=3) or visually
(n=3) showed a decrease in CBF. Three animals without a detectable infarct showed a
minimal change in CBF (or a small increase) The infarct volume (“stroke”, red bars) and
the full ipsilateral hemisphere volume (yellow bars) from MRI is shown in panel (c). In
total, six animals were measured by MRI; three of them had a measurable infarct due to
stroke (group: Stroke(MRI)) and three did not (group: No stroke (MRI)). For the three
animals that did not have MRI (group: Stroke (no MRI)), two animals (marked by (*))
did not survive the 24 hours and a massive stroke was visually confirmed by brain biopsy.
MRI is not available for first animal in stroke (no MRI) group due to technical reasons.
A typical infarct was visually observed on brain biopsy.
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